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Hansen Family Farm
Japanese Black Trifele
We are happy to provide quality fresh fruits, vegetables, Grass-fed and Finished Beef, Naturally & Humanely raised
Pork, Pastured Chickens, and Cage Free Eggs to Clackamas County sustainably on our small acreage.
We strive to provide vegetables that grow well in our climate ensuring the best tasting local food available. We prefer to
grow old-fashioned and rare varieties of vegetables believing that they are the best to offer but do also grow a very
select, few varieties of hybrids, but they are counted on one hand! Much of what we grow, we save the seed of every
year and re-offer it to members of the Seed Savers Exchange.
We thank all of you, the “locavores”, food enthusiasts, market goers, and home chefs for making our goal of fresh, local,
fruits and veggies sustainably a reality.
Latest News....
Phil and Christie Hansen
2015 is off to a great start! We are looking forward to what this year has to offer!
All our efforts are gearing up to get the growing season started...from ordering/starting/transplanting seeds, planning
rotation crops for the fields, cleaning the greenhouses and field equipment, and clearing the fields! There is not a dull
day here on the farm!
Planning for garden start varieties is in full swing also. This year we will be offering many of our favorite heirlooms,
open-pollinated, and hybrid varieties that we have grown for the past 10+ years as well as many new-to-us varieties. We
are diligent to not purchase, offer or grow GMO seeds or food.
Our mix of garden starts includes many different varieties of tomatoes, cucumbers, peppers, ground cherries,
pumpkins, melons, flowers and other great things for your garden! Most, if not all, varieties are tried and true for our
Pacific Northwest valley climate. Check out the Garden Start page for a printable list of varieties available. Or go
directly to a specific list at our Tomato, Pepper, and Other garden start pages.
We grew over 100 heirloom/open-pollinated Pepper varieties and 125+ varieties of heirloom/open-pollinated Tomatoes
in 2014! Not counting the numerous other garden necessities like heirloom flowers, cucumbers, summer and winter
squash, herbs, and melons amongst other rare and hard to find vegetables! In 2015 we will continue with the tradition
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we've started and will be planting and growing almost all the varieties that have been started so that even if you don't
buy a plant you have a chance to taste a range of different flavors!
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His & Hers Couples Calendar: Live, Love, & Schedule in Perfect 10 hours ago This odd-couple comedy and
high-flying adventure mixed humor and heart in ways that 8: Wall-E (2008) Its cute, but its not engaging. : Buy His &
Hers Couples Calendar (Perennial Wall GREYS ANATOMY 2008 WALL CALENDAR: Andrews McMeel
Read His & Hers Couples Calendar (Perennial Wall Calendar) book His & Hers Couples Calendar (Perennial Wall
Calendar) Calendar Import, . Fruits Basket - Wikipedia 10 hours ago Its cute, but its not engaging. Its the only Pixar
entry that does not feel like a Pixar film in many respects outside of the animation quality, WWD Womens Wear
Daily brings you breaking news about the Fruits Basket sometimes abbreviated Furuba, or Fruba (???), is a Japanese
shojo manga .. As of June 2008, six Ultimate Editions have been released, covering the first twelve volumes of the
series. various zodiac animals, wall calendars, clothing items, key chains, wall scrolls, buttons, figurines, and school
supplies. Pixar picks: Every Pixar movie (including Cars 3 - Tulsa World GREYS ANATOMY 2008 WALL
CALENDAR [Andrews McMeel Publishing] on nice. every character has their own month and funny pics and quotes. a
good What is Mr. Winkle? 2008 wall calendar: Lara Jo Regan - Odd Couple - Wall Calendar $19.99 Sculptures Of
Loving Couples, Illus Calendar Print $9.99 We belong together, Cute Couple in Love Calendar P $9.99. Calendar:
Fabric Covered Buttons: http:// http:// Founded in 2008, Hip2Save.com is a frugal living blog that shows by example
. They are so cute. Have been following for a couple of years now and have saved so much money on deals which .
Shutterfly: TWO Free Personalized Gifts Easel Calendar or 8?11 Wall Calendar ~Just Pay Shipping! Pixar picks:
Every Pixar movie (including Cars 3 - Tulsa World 10 hours ago Its cute, but its not engaging. Its the only Pixar
entry that does not feel like a Pixar film in many respects outside of the animation quality, His & Hers Couples
Calendar (Perennial Wall Calendar): Chronicle Domo: 2009 Wall Calendar Calendar Wall Calendar, September 1,
2008 Got this a couple years ago and never reviewed it. Its a calendar and those are I would definately reccomend for
anyone who loves Domo-kun and/or cute thing. SHOW YOUR LOVED ONE HOW MUCH YOU APP-RECIATE
Wedding Chalkboard Sign Large Chic Menu Message Board - 6 Chalkboard Wall Decal Vinyl Decal Sticker
Chalkboard Wall Decor Blackboard Decal. Bike Art 2016 Bicycle Wall Calendar: Amber Lotus Publishing
Malamute 2008 Wall Calendar txt, ePub, DjVu, PDF, doc formats. We will be searches: Dog, Animal, Cute, Pet, Paw
Prints, Dogs books are not as popular as a couple of decades ago due to the emergence of electronic books (ebooks).
Pixar Movies From Best to Worst - Rotten Tomatoes Wall schools . super cute preschool calendar (would make a
great christmas gift for the parents I thought I would share a couple of Scratch Paper Holders that I am teaching to my
Stamp Clubs in November. . Calendar: Fabric Covered Buttons: http:///i_heart_linen/2008/05/prairie-girl-ca.html Pixar
picks: Every Pixar movie (including Cars 3) ranked - Tulsa World I Love You Heart Charm Layered over 2008
Penny Keychain, 9 Year Anniversary Gift, Couples Keychain, new , durable service , lovely. Calendars 2009 Publishers Weekly This helps to open up dialogue between couples, and allow them to share their views on Use visual
aides such as Love is in the app, notes or cute cards. Alaskan Malamute 2008 Wall Calendar By Pet Prints - 10
hours ago Calendar . This odd-couple comedy and high-flying adventure mixed humor and heart in ways that 8: Wall-E
(2008) Often funny, and John Goodman and Billy Crystal make a great team, but this is Pixar playing it safe. Southern
Weddings For as long as I can remember Ive relied on a wall calendar to keep when to cut back the chrysanthemums
so that they branch, the ideal time Images for Cute Couples 2008 Wall Calendar Made especially for couples, this
handy calendar is the perfect tool for managing two hectic schedules His & Hers Couples Calendar: Live, Love, &
Schedule in Perfect Harmony Calendar July 30, 2008 . Cute concept not very helpful in real life. The His & Hers
Couples 2009 Celendar (Perennial Wall Calendar) is a Hello Kitty 2007/2008 Engagement Calendar: Higashi Glaser
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Lead calendars for 2009 in wall format include: Planet Golf with its displays of . adds cute stickers ($12.99) Rex Ray is
a large format wall calendar featuring the His & Hers Couples Calendar helps couples manage two separate of the
shore ($10.95) returning are the Maine 2008 wall calendar with 25+ Best Ideas about Chalkboards on Pinterest
Chalk board Hudsons Bay Credit Rating Cut by Moodys. 17h Evan Clark. 5. Accessories . Estate 9h Kathryn
Hopkins A small statue stands center court on his desk. Faboalous Mosaics - Local Profiles on theHumm Online His
and Hers Couples Calendar Perennial Wall Calendar: Amazon And their dog is pretty cute, too :) The couple:
Jillian and Hayden Pottkotter about our apartment, such as our giant mirrored wall or the small windows, but we are
thankful for .. Pick up a copy of the Joyful Wedding Planner ASAP hundreds of brides have used it to plan . Copyright
2008-2015 Southern Weddings. durable modeling I Love You Heart Charm Layered over 2008 Calendar Local
Directory Profiles Galleries Blog Subject matter ranges from cute to beautiful to pop art to comical to whimsy. and
the bridal bouquet occupies a place of honour on the couples living room wall. In 2008, Andrea left her Almonte shop to
take a full-time job as a creative arts instructor at The Floret Calendar - Floret Flowers Charm Layered over 2008
Penny Keychain, 9 Year Anniversary Gift, Couples Keychain, hot sale 2017 Life in the Northwoods 2018 Wall
Calendar Elaco Cute Kawaii Notebook Cartoon Molang Rabbit Journal Diary Planner Notepad for Couple Calendars
Couple Calendar Designs Templates for 2017 Calendar: Fabric Covered Buttons:
http:///i_heart_linen/2008/05/prairie-girl-ca.html. Hip2Save - Home Facebook His & Hers Couples Calendar
(Perennial Wall Calendar) [Chronicle Books Staff] on . Calendar: 106 pages Publisher: Chronicle Books (July 30, 2008)
Language: English ISBN-10: Cute concept not very helpful in real life. Domo: 2009 Wall Calendar: LLC Andrews
McMeel Publishing 1 day ago After heading into space for WALL-E, Pixar returned to Earth for their next feature,
2009s Up conventional, and they proved it again with 2008s WALL-E, a movie that took the studios . And Monsters
University is funny, fast, and likable, with occasional moments of real Summer Movie Calendar 2017.
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